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Annual Coronation Ball plans are nearing completion 
By JOHN PAUL STEFFEN affair and :'itn assistance from Pot used as advertising for the Ball and a provide o quality affair. This year 
B&G NEWS STAFF Coyn_e, .P_res1dent of AKY, the business $200.00 scholarship to the Corona- AKY plans to spend over $1000.00 on 
The annual Coronation Ball to be 
held November 1 5 is swiftly ap-
proaching. The Ball, which is one of 
three main social events of the year 
provided for the Regis community. -
The focus of the activity i~ the 
crowning of the Coronation Queen. 
Each year Alpha Kappa Psi (AKY) 
sponsors the Coronation Ball, and this 
year the fraternity is busy working to 
provide a memorable occasion for all 
those who attend. 
Vince Castellano is in charge of the 
Carroll hall 
Regis pigeons 
exterminated 
by • poison 
By JEROME KELLY 
EDITOR 
• miX 
The sight and sound of the prolific 
pigeon has graced the Regis campus 
from time ad infinitum. However, to 
many 1he pigeon causes more prob-
lems than he is worth. Recently, 
there has been an effort to erradicate 
this winged wonder from the Ranch. 
According to Bird Control Labora-
tories, the company hired by Regis to 
errodicote the pigeons, the birds are 
not supposed to be killed. A special 
feed is distributed which contains a 
poison not designed to kill pigeons 
but only make them sick. This causes 
the pigeons to seek a new home. 
However, it appears that the mix 
the company is using is too strong and 
is killing the pigeons. There have 
been numerous complaints of dead or 
dying pigeons near Carroll Hall and 
the Dayton Men\orial Library. This is 
totally unintentional according to a 
spokesman for ,Bird Control Labora-
tories and is in' fact in violation of 
Humane Society and Colorado state 
law. 
Many people enjoy the aesthetic 
quality of the pigeons commenting 
that they ·add a stately air to the 
enduring edifice of Carroll Hall. 
However, the apparent health 
hazard the pigeons present appears 
to outweigh the humanitarian inter-
est shown by the students. 
. . 
of s~gnmg a band, arranging a tion Queen. the the Boll. The dance will be held in 
locat1on, and accepting Queen candi- According to Vince a profit from the Grand Ballroom of the Cosmopoli-
dat4?~ has be~n undertaken. the event has not been realized in ton Hotel at 18th and Broadway. The 
Th1s yea~ nme Regis organizations some eight years. This seemed of Prater Brothers have been signed for 
have contnbuted one Queen candi- little concern.....:..however, the fraterni- the event, and they will feature their 
dote each and $28.50 which will be ty feels it is more important to Baby Grand Piano. Food and other 
Continuing the renovation of Regis dormitories, two energetic D'Connellites 
participate in the furnishing of their lounge. When O'Connell Hall was redecorated 
during the summer the lounges were left untouched. The intention was for the 
students on each floor to design and carry out the interior decoration of their 
respective loun_qes. (Photo by Bill Hanagan .) 
( 
enterprises are also features of this 
year's Boll. 
The Ball is a semi-formal affair and 
tickets will be on sale for $6.50 a 
couple and $4.00 for a single. Vince 
indicated that from the standpoint of 
those plans taking place, this year's 
Coronation Boll should be an event 
well worth taking part in. 
20 Juniors 
retreat to 
Bennett Pines 
BY MARK POUNDS 
Retreats are traditionall looked on 
either of two ways. The "holy rollers," 
tend to perceive them (usually falsely), as 
"your path to happiness, health, good 
looks and of course sternal salvation. Not 
just salvation until tomorrow, or the next 
election, but eternal salvation. · Shout 
hallelujah! 
all the cool people who perceive them-
. selves (again falsely) as too together to 
something as obviously basic as a retreat. 
These people are so confident, assured 
and good looking that the very thought of 
a retreat is sheer folly. Shout ''I'd rather 
get drunk." 
So just what is the true story? Is a 
retreat a prerequisite to getting you halo, 
or simply a silly little exercise for all those 
"Jesus Freaks." Well, it is probably 
neither, and on the weekend of Nov. 9-10, 
20 juniors will find out just -that when the 
dnior class holds its annual retreat at 
Bennett Pines, in the Black Forest 
between Colorado Springs and Denver. 
The retreat was open to any junior, but 
the total' number has been limited to 20. It 
may be possible for Billy Graham to hold a 
prayer meeting for 10,000 people, but this 
retreat is not going to be a "Love the 
Ignorant Masses Campaign." 
Talking to people who attended last 
year, the general consensus was that the 
retreat was not so much a 48-hour "Hail 
Mary" as it was a chance to meet and get 
to know other members of the class and 
discuss with them things everyone 
considers important. 
· The group will, be leaving Saturday 
morning at 8:30 and will spend Saturday 
and Sunday at the retreat house. Finding 
~people to go was not too difficult a task 
even at $7.00 per person. If there is 
enough popular demand, chances are 
anopther retreat will be offered. Either 
way. there are quite a few people who 
think it is worthwhile to attend. 
Universal gym appeals to all physical fitness buffs Inside 
Tired of having that big bully kick sand 
in your face, steal your girlfriend and just 
generally make you look like an emaciated 
version of Woody Allen? Well so is the 
General Assembly, and to. remedy the 
situation,they last week unanimously 
appropriated the sum of $3,155 to the 
purchase of a "Universal Gym" to improve 
the physique and ·endurance of all Regis 
students. 
Impossible you say? Not for the 
Universal Gym. The Gym has a total of 
sixteen different stations that enable you 
to do exercises ranging from the bench 
press to chin ups. In other words, the 
Universal Gym is a giant toy, but from 
this "toy" you can obtain physical validity · 
beyond your wildest fantasies. 
If you ski, the Universal Gym may help 
you to not look so bad this season when for ' 
the thousandth time a four year old in an 
orange racing helmet passes you in what 
you thought w·as top racing form, as if you 
were standing still. The running sp.tion 
and various leg· strengtheners may 
interest you. 
. The new Universal Gym will be located 
in the weight room of the Fieldhouse, and 
will not be exclusively for the basketball 
team. The Athletic Department, which 
made the effort to aquire the machine, nas 
encouraged everyone, inch.iding girls 
(sounds terriblyt .chauvinistic) to make 
use of the Gym for recreational purposes. 
After all, $3,155 does not come easy. 
Proceeds from the Ali-Forman fight and 
the upcoming Fleetwood Mac concert paid 
for the acquisition.- Everyone is therefore 
urged to get their money's worth. 
The Universal Gym is here now, and is 
ready to be used, no longer will you have 
to rely on ack LaLaine and a kitchen 
chair to get in shape. Now you will have 
the worlds largest plaything to entertain 
you body: 
Wolfman Jack page 6 
'No Exit' cancelled page 4 
Joe Colorado page 5 
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''Patrons of the Arts'' at Regis 
Cultural awareness program slated for campus 
upon personal, de~artmenta.l, and 
student organizatiOn donatiOns. 
·Upon receipt of a donation, that 
individual, organization, or depart-
ment becomes a Patron. Patrons 
are acknowledged on the invita-
tion which will be distributed 
sometime prior to the program to 
announce the forthcoming event. 
So far, Lynne Hansen feels that 
the Patrons of the Arts has 
received tremendous support. She 
commented that if such support 
continues in the future, the Patron 
of the Arts Program will become a 
"continuing and meaningful tradi-
tion at Regis.'' Continuous mone. 
tary assistance is needed to keep 
the program alive. Therefore, any 
amount of donations will be 
welcomed as frequently as people 
can contribute. Donations can be 
made through the Office of Camp-
us Activities, 210 Student Center 
in care of Lynne Hansen, Directo; 
of Campus Activities, Extension 
359. However, persons who are 
not able to contribute are nonethe-
less encouraged to attend the 
events of informal fun. 
By ROSIE QUINN 
B&G FEATURE STAFF 
In an effort to provide the 
students, faculty, staff, and alumni 
of Regis College with an opportu-
nity to further develop their 
appreciation for the fine arts, this 
fall the Office of Campus Activities 
in cooperation with the Rev. 
Edward L. Maginnis, S.J., is in the 
process of developing a creative 
campus-wide cultural awareness 
program called the "Patrons of the 
Arts." In order to accomplish this, 
the Patron of the Arts will feature 
various musicians and artists from 
the Denver Metropolitan area to 
numbers for their upcoming performances at Regis. Malcolm Smith is 
on the vibes, while Bi/Jy Walace plays piano and Carol Abbot plucks 
his bass. · (Photo courtesy of Campus Activities) 
perform and/ or lecture on the 
Regis campus. . 
Trying to maximize the potent-
ail use 'of the Regis College 
facilities, such as the residence 
halls, the settings of for the 
Patrons Series will be accented 
by a different location on campus. 
Each month the Patrons will try to 
present a program. The first in 
the series is scheduled for Mon-
day, November 11, 1974 in the 
West Hall Main Lounge at 7:00 
p.m. The artists on this occasion 
will be the Young Audiences Jazz 
Ensemble. The Ensemble is und.er 
the direction of Malcolm Smith. 
During Mr. Smith's 15 years as a 
professions! musician, he has had a 
wide range of jazz-oriented en-
gagements. These include televi-
sion appearances, recordings, and 
playing with such distinguished 
musicians as Duke Ellington and 
Louis Armstrong. Other members 
of the group are Karl Abbott, 
Eugene Bass, Billy Wallace, and 
Tonk Edwards-all of whom are 
very talented musicians. 
Since the Patron of the Arts 
Progam is designed to provide 
cultural experiences at a minimum 
cost to students, faculty, staff, and 
alumni, the program is dependent 
Rape sem1nar • informs students Tonk Edwards on guitar and Eugene Bass on drums complete the Jazz 
Ensemble that will be appearing in West Hall's Main Lounge on this 
coming Monday, November 11 at 7:00p.m. (Photo courtesy Campus 
By MARY MARTELON 
B&G FEATURE STAFF 
In the past six years, rape has 
increased by 168 percent. Denver 
has the high£sJ, incidence of rape 
per capita •Jf any cit.YJ!!jhe 'United 
States. Ra;1es mostoften occur in 
the woan's home, behind locked 
doors. 
These were just some of the 
Students 
nominated 
for honor 
By JOYCE SANCHEZ 
B&G FEATURE STAFF 
"The purpose is to honor those 
students who exemplify character-
istics of outstanding scholastic 
achievement and commitment to 
their educational institution," said 
Lynne Hansen, Director of 
Campus Activities, of the 15 men 
and women nominated to Who's 
Who Among Students In Ameri-
can Universities and Colleges for 
the academic year 1974-75. 
The four women and 12 men 
nominated this year are Holly Ann 
Butzen, Mary Pat Gauthier, Susan 
Jones, Midge Miller, Michael An-
drew, Mark Digman, del Ernster, 
Tom Foster, Mike Gorrell, Rick 
Griewe, ihl Havel, Mark Henke, 
Peter Lenzen, Gene Malloy, dhn 
Marcucci, and Steve Moore . 
. The students were nominated 
t hrough a committee of represent-
atives of the dnior and Senior 
Classes, Campus Life, and faculty, 
t he Academic Dean's Office, and 
Alpha Sigma Nu, the llsuit honors 
society. A nominating blank was 
sent out to all clubs and organiza-
tions to nominate, in their opinion, 
t he students who met the criteria 
demanded. The committee of 
representatives then .met again, 
going t hrough the nominations as . 
a group, looking at G.P.A.'s, 
extracurricular activities, and ser-
vice to t he school. Out of the some 
60 students nominated, these 16 
were judged to be st represent 
Regis College. 
The awards will be I.Jrt,:st:uctm 
facts mentioned at a seminar 
entitled "A Case of Rape-A 
Crime on the Increase," which was 
held in the West H:tll Main 
Lounge. Mrs. · Jean Nicholis, a 
member of the Denver Coalition 
and the National Organization •f 
Women's Speakers Bureau, and 
_Mr. Peter Bornstein, Denver 
Deputy District Attorney, were 
guest participants. 
Mrs. Nicholas was concerned 
mainly with the facts behind the 
crime of rape. . Some general 
statistics she cited about rape 
were interesting and informative. 
The rapist is generally young-
between the ages of 16 and 39, and 
is from a disadvantaged back-
ground. He is definitely a sick 
man-at the minimum sexually 
maladjusted. His crime is one of 
aggression and hostility. He 
attacks most often in· the hot 
months of July and August and 
between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 
' 4:00 a.m. Twenty percent of all 
rapists have been arrested pre-
viously for some form of sexual 
assault. 
The victim of a rape is also 
generally young-between the 
ages of 16 and 34. She is. usually 
five to ten years younger than the 
rapist and lives in a congested 
area. The crime is most often 
committed in her own neighbor-
hood. 
Rape occurs most frequently 
first, in the victim's own home, and 
second, in an automobile. In 50 
percent of all cases. the rapist has 
a weapon. 
Mr. Bornstein, as Deputy Dis-
trict Attorney, took up legal 
aspects of rape. He stated that 
ACADEMIC 
RESEARCH 
LIBRARY 
Thousands of Topics 
$2.75 per page 
Send for your up-to-date, 
176-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage''(1-2 
days delivery time). 
519 GLENROCK AVE. 
SUITE #203 
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024 
only one-third to one-fifth of all 
rapes are reported and that 
intelligent women report even 
less. He was also concerned with 
the myths about rape which are 
fed to the public by television and 
movies. 
One of the most important 
subjects which Mr. Bo~nstein 
brought up was the upcoming bills 
that will be before the legislature 
in January. If these bills are 
passed, they would prohibit the 
defense from questioning rape 
victims about their prior sex life 
unless it is proven relevant. 
Without legislation of this kink, 
rape victims will ·continually be 
embarrassed and downgraded. 
Both speakers stressed support 
of the victims of rape by standing 
behind good legislation and also by 
personally trying to help the 
victim if she happens to be a friend 
or relative. Often, she looks to her 
husband or boyfriend for help and 
assurance and is turned away. 
This just increases her feelings of 
guilt and frustration. 
The rapist himself also needs 
help, and it is up to us to see that 
legislation is passed that enables 
him to get counseling and assist-
ance. It is only in curing this 
"sickness" that we can rid society 
of the crime of rape. 
Activities .) 
The American Indian-
his past and his future 
ByB. WISE 
B&G FEA'rURE STAFF 
A few weeks ago, the Campus 
Activities Office and the History 
Department invited a guest speak-
er from the Denver Chapter of 
the American Indian Movement 
(AIM). Mr. Vince Harvier, who 
had recently resigned from the 
American Indian Movement, 
spoke about the past and future of 
his Indian brothers. 
His opening lines cited the goals 
of AIM-the main purpose of this 
organization is to form a closer 
unity of the Indian people. In 
organizing this task, the people's 
social problems would be the main 
core of this movement. 
There are areas which have 
various problems. In dealing with 
the matter of farm laborers, the 
conditions are very poor among 
. the Indians. The wages are cheap 
and the hours are too ' long. 
Concerning mortality among 
Indians, Mr. Harvier is very 
disturbed. "Every year many of 
my red brothers are killed without 
a good reason." Some of the worse 
AIM is trying to bring back the 
songs, prayers, and other cultural 
heritage of their peop\e. This is a 
very important aspect of the , 
movement for the young children 
to come to know and to understand 
their culture. 
There is great harshness toward 
the Catholic Church and the 
-Mormons. The Catholic Church is 
_the greatest landowner of the 
Indian property, and they con-
demn their religion as pag!inism. 
The Mormon religion is the second 
largest property ewner of Indian 
lands, and they have also taken 
Indian children from their families. 
Their primary justification for 
this splitting of the families is that 
the environment of the Indian 
family wasn't good for the child-
ren. Mr. Harvier stated, "Our 
religion is · not pagan by a special 
way of worship." He felt that the 
children should remain with their 
parents and- learn about their 
heritage. 
,..---------------. areas of mortality are located in 
The outlook for 'Indians is that 
there will be more programs run 
by the Indian people themselves, 
such as alcoholic rehabilitation. 
The Indian social problems will 
always be present, but they will be 
solved by their own people. 
Tapes & Records 
Weekly 
Specials 
on albums 
$3.99 
Excelent selection 
of cassette 
and 
8 track tapes 
Arizona, South Dakota, and New 
Mexico. As for the old tradition, 
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Expansion planned for activities 
ByJANKRANC 
FEATURE EDITOR 
Continuing the expansion of 
activities offered to the student 
body by the Regis Office of 
Campus Activit ies, more services 
and programs are slated to become 
available in the Student Center. 
One project involves show films 
Thursday nights to students some-
where in the Center. A screen 
would be set up and students could 
stay for the e ntir a movie or just 
George Schmitz, the cafeteria 
manager, is furnishing a number of 
card tables for student use-pos-
sibly for organizing a regular 
schedule of bridge tournaments. 
However, t.he entire area is open 
to all students every night · for 
reading, card-playing, or other 
modes of relaxation. 
The Campus Activities Office 
itself plans to extend their ser-
vices to weeknights with some 
stop by for a few minutes in watch. 
To complete the upstairs area, 
Exec~tive speakers conduct 
seminars for Regis students 
work-study students keeping the 
office open to check out cards and 
games to students looking for 
some mild diversion. 
These new additions, along with 
the refurnishing of the upstairs 
Center, the availability of the 
Student Conference Roo! (also 
upstairs in the Student Center) 
and the opening of the relocated 
Coffee House, are all attempts to 
really make the Center the campus 
center of activities. Full utilization 
of the facilities is becoming a fact, 
but student feedback is important. 
Lynne Hansen, Director of 
Campus Activities, hopes to make 
the Center a place where all 
students, whatever their inter-
ests, can find a variety of things to 
do, and she's eager to see some 
reaction from the campus popula-
tion. "We'll look for student 
feedback-then we'll know where 
to go from there." 
Spooking the crowds at one of the many Halloween parties that were 
held in and around Regis campus a week ago, two ghouls pose tor the 
ever-present camera 's eye. (Photo by Bill Hanagan.) 
With the appearance of Larry 
Lopez, Attorney at Law, on the 
Regis campus on October 29, the 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement bega n a ser ies of 
"executive mini-semjnars" for the 
Regis population. In an effort to 
expose students to a var iety of 
professions ang t heir practition-
ers, guest speakers from local 
business and industry will conduct 
informal seminars at Regis every 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon. 
Each program will begin at 3:00 
p.m. and end at approximately 
5: 00 p.m. 
Renninson, Loan Officer , Columbia 
Savings & Loan, will speak in the 
library's Room 201. The seminar 
on November 21 will be announced 
later. Elaine Long, Manager-
Training & Communications wit h 
the Samsoni te Corp. will be in the 
library's Room 201 on Tuesdy, 
Novembe 26. Video Center creates workshop 
60's activism 
harmed college 
Denver , Colorado 
The first workshop of Explora-
tions in Creative Video will begin o 
Nove mber 18 at t he De nver 
Community Video Center. Each 
workshop offers complete instruc-
tion in basic production of half inch 
videotapes, emphasizing creativity 
in community television. 
The workshops will give partici-
pants "hands-on" experience with 
The first "Exploration" will run 
from November 18 through De-
cember 11, meeting twice a week 
for t he four weeks. Other 
workshop cycles will be starting o 
J an ua ry 6 and February 3. 
Enr oll ment is limited to six 
participants per workshop. All 
workshops are team taught and 
instructional material and equip-
ment will be provided by the Video 
Center. • 
For additional information about 
the workshops or other Video 
Center programs, please write or 
call 832-3603. Brochures on 
Explorations in Creative Video, 
tuit ion in formation, schedules, and 
application forms will be sent upon 
request. 
In the first two weeks of t he 
series three additional speakers 
have talked with interested stu-
dents: Patricia Bentley, Training 
Coordi nator at the Colorado Na-
tional Bank; Mike Jorge nson, 
General Manager of KLAK radio 
station; and Polly Thom pson, 
Marketing Coordinator of t he 
United Banks of Colorado. The 
speaker at the seminar on Tues-
day, November 12 has not been 
announced as of Lhis writing, 
though it will be in the President's 
Lounge in the Student Center at 
the regular 3:00-5:00 p.m. time. 
On Thursday, November 4, Frank 
W. Moran, Branch Manager, 
Southland Life Insurance Co., will 
conduct a seminar in West Hall's 
Mai n Lo unge. The following 
Tuesday, Nove mber 19, Ke ith 
Taking a s lap at the student 
activism of t he 1960's, S.I. Haya-
ka wa, fo r merly t he e mbattled 
preside nt of r iot-torn San Francis-
co State University, has predicted 
that t here would be no more 
activis m for another generation. 
porta ble videotape recor di ng .--- -----------------------... 
Po.licy-m~king 
committees 
in operation 
"No good came out of it (the 
activism," he said. "Schools have 
again become a place for rational 
discussion and not a place to throw 
bombs." 
Hayakawa said that colleges 
should encourage people of all ages 
to attend and that high school _ 
stude nts should not feel pressure 
to enter college immediately after 
graduation. 
equipment. They will view a 
variety of alternative, experiment-
al, and community television pro-
ductions, and take part in exer-
cises to help improve their "video 
literacy." Participants will be 
shown how to plan their produc-
tions a'nd wilJ be exposed to the 
basic tools needed to make video 
statements, as well as learn how to 
use the video earner and edit 
videotape. As a final project, the 
group will design, shoot, edit, and 
evaluate its own · production. 
Rideboard 
The Brown and Gold is running plan-a-month-ahead types) until 
a rideboard for both Thanksgiving December!. 
and Christmas vacations. The 
final date for the Thanksgiving Thanksgiving Rideboard: 
The following s tudents have 
been appointed by Rick Greiwe, 
Director of College Relations__, to 
serve as representatives on these 
oollege policy making committees. 
The committees listed are in 
operation this _year and it is , 
important t hat you voice any 
opinions through your representa-
tives. 
board is November 15. Skip your Need a ride to Phoenix, Arizona 
notice under the Brown and Gold's on November 27. Contact Dennis 
office door upstairs in the Student Beck in Ro9m 311, DeSmet Hall. 
Center, Room 211, and we'll Need a ride to Chicago (Glen 
publisch it in the November22 Ellyn) . Willing to share gas 
issue. For your Christmas driving expense and driving time. Contact 
needs, please let us kno~ anytime Dan Warren in Room 306, DeSmet 
from now (if you're one of thOse or at 477-3523. 
..................................... il 
Educational Policy- Regina Wrape, 
Tony Longo, Maggie McCarty. 
Athletic-Ma r y Pat Gauthier, 
Mark Digman, Dave Foley, Ann 
Foster, Dick Del Fava. 
College Research and Develop-
ment-Mike Mailander. 
College Admissions-Katie 
Noce, Bill Hanagan_,_ , 
Ra nk a nd Ten ure-George 
P tacin, Gene Malloy. 
l arF l~W E R 5 - I 
j- ·: _ _ · _ . ""oo a..weu llvol. . .I 
............. JIII1116.~~-~~~~~ •••••• , 
695 S. PE.IBL ST . 
. 825·C888 
1-70 & Federil Standard 
4880 Federal Blvd. 
433-1114 
Open 24 llau 
1-70 & Pecos Standard 
4960 Pecos 
4n-2217 
Open 7:00 a.m.-8:00p.m. 7 days a week 
Latest equipment for your complete car 
Foreign car work done, Inspections, 
· Towing. 
care. 
Tires; 
Mechanic on duty every day 'til midnight at 
Federal Station. 
Bring Regis I.D. for 1 0 percent Discount 
on Labor and Parts Part·Tim• 
Help Wanted, 
Page4 
Theater Guild 
The rumor mill has been working 
overtime grinding out rumors of student dissatisfaction concerning 
the casting of "No Exit," that was scheduled to be produced by the 
Theatre Department. Due to the student charges of unfairness, John 
Griess has cancelled this production. I think this demonstrates an 
attitude of cooperation and responsiveness that is highly 
oommendable. No doubt some work and preparation has already 
been invested and in the interest of pleasing the students, Mr. Griess 
has discarded this effort. We hope that students do not loose sight of 
one of the smaller departments at Regis, and that this incident will 
serve to spark new interest in a previously neglected extracurricular 
activity. 
Coffee House 
The opening of the Coffee House was the "Event of the 
Year" last year. Students, notably Gene Malloy and Dave 
Owens, worked unceasingly to insure its opening. With the 
remodeling of Carroll Hall came the loss of one of the most 
popular late night hangouts. However, through the laudable 
efforts of Dave Owens and Dave Radcliffe, -the Coffee House 
has reemerged in the · snack bar. 
Serving as a snack bar during the day, the Coffee House will 
be transformed by candlelight and curtains into that familiar 
late night alternative to the Bar. Thanks, Dave and Dave and 
all respons ible for such a great job. 
Plexiglass 
Last Saturday night, for the third t ime, one of the enterance 
doors to DeSmet Hall was broken. This same situation has 
occured again and again in the Student Center. The people 
who commit such irresponsible acts should think about what it 
accomplishes besides raising our tuition. However, the 
Administration should also do some thinking. 
If this has occured so many times, it is logical to assume that 
it will occur again. The next time someone may be seriously 
injured. Instead of replacing the doors with standard glass, 
why not use unbreakable plexiglass? It may cast more 
initially, but would undoubtedly prove to be cheaper in the 
long run. This possibility is - finally being considered. 
Hopefully, for the sake of safety and economy, the door will be 
prudently replaced with plexiglass. 
Spring break 
Even though Christmas has yet to arrive, talk con already be 
heard of plans for Spring Break. Many people follow the 
example of our feathered friends heading south, and others 
toke to the slopes to enjoy that unbeatable spring skiing. 
I think it would be an excellent ideo to offer on alternative 
to a Spring Break. Since courses ore offered for two week 
periods during the summer why not in the spring? I think if it 
were offered, many students would jump at the chance to pick 
up three hours of Religious Studies or any other bosi.c 
requirement as well as upper division courses in certain 
departments. 
Two weeks profitably spent (and three hours cred it ) con be 
a lot more sa ti sfying to many students than a suntan and on 
empty wallet. 
........................................ 
~Why does_the library close at: 
~ 9pm wh1/e the Bar is open ~ $ until midnight? ' i 
..................................... 
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To the Theatre Guild and the 
un bia-sed directors of "The Les-
son" and "No Exit": 
October 21 and 22 were the two 
days of tryouts for Regis' forth -
coming productions of "The Les-
son" and "No Exit" and they 
proved to be real jokes. What was 
the purpose of tryouts? I suppose 
to let the newcomers of the stage 
watch the old hams "do their 
thing." Looking at the list of 
characters one can immediately 
detect at least two people that 
graduated from Regis a year to 
three years ago and who are 
holding the leads of bot h plays. 
What is the point of having plays 
l at Regis when no one from Regis 
can gel a part unless you've 
a lready graduated?'? If the 
Theatre Guild is going to ·keep 
their doors closed and prevent · 
new talent from trying to make 
their way to the stage, then I think 
they should (along with the 
directors) s top their incessant 
bitching about poor turnout for 
"their" plays. 
Recruiting people simply to do 
work on props and costumes while 
the "oldies but goodies" get all the 
parts is hard ly what I would call 
fair. 
I certainly hope the directors 
decide to break away from nostal-
gia and give other people a break. 
So tell me, what was the sense of 
these tryouts when the people for 
these parts were already cast in 
the directors' minds? Considering 
it was mid-term week, I'm sure 
people could have frmnd something 
better to do than waste their time 
tryi ng out for a precasted play. 
Patricia McLelland 
Editor's Note: It is incorre.ct 
that both students, who have lead 
parts in the above plays, have 
graduated. However, neither 
person is currently enrolled as a 
student at Regis College. 
Taking these points in order, the 
two One-Act plays req uired a total 
of seven characters. In the final 
cast ing tabulation, three of those 
cast are full--time students at 
Regis, two are part-time students 
her and the remaining two are, 
truly, not currently enrolled. 
These two are Kevin Phelan and 
Sheila McNally, who has been a 
student at Regis regularly for the 
I have been asked by the past three years, but who, because 
editor of t he Brown & Gold to - of the added burdens of raising a 
answer the letter written by Miss family, took the present semester 
Pat McLe lland, in which this off but will eventually probably 
departme nt, along wi th the take her degree from Regis. No 
Theatre Guild , was censured for need to continue here, as these 
the nrcent try-outs and casting of facts certainly dis pose of Miss 
our December One-Acts , "No McLelland's first argument. 
Exit," and "The Lesson," which is Secondly, Miss McLelland, I do 
also being published in this issue of not "pre-cast". 1 hesitate to speak 
the school paper. At the outset I 11 
wish to thank the editor for for Mr. Osborn on things usua y, 
but in this case I'm sure I can 
lringing the issue directly to me. safely say t he same for him. 
Alth.ough on a small campus like Pre-cas t in g implies that the 
Reg~s one cann~t help hearing of student and 1 are in agreement 
rumored rumblings , I put very th t h -11 1 th t If this li tl t k · h . , a e WI p ay e par . t e s oc m earsay and will only t th M' MeL !land 
. ·. . were rue, en ISS e 
act upon discontent when It IS ' ld b t ld be 
. . wou e correc · we wou lrought directly to me. Despite ( p S) 
my crusty exterior, I am not see age 
~--------------~~--~ unapproachable. The Brown and Gold speaks only 
Although the letter was read to for the student members of its 
me over the phone, and I thus do staff and not necessarily for other 
not have it before me, I recall !students or Regis College. In 
three statements made by Miss addi tion, the editor reserves the 
McLelland which more or less sum right to reject a letter or reduce its 
up her disapproval. First, that length in order to meet space 
ffime of those cas t in the plays had limitations, abide by the journalis-
graduated t wo or three years ago; tic code of ethics, or the laws of 
second, that we make it a habit of libel. 
"pre-casting" our plays; and third, Letter to the Editor should 
that the roles in plays should not ideally be typed on a 60 space line, 
be given to students not enrolled triple-spaced, under 300 words, 
at Regis. and signed. , • 
November o, I:JI'l 
Theatre p.erformance. cancelled 
(from Page 4) 
pre-casting, and all tryouts would 
be a "joke." No, I can safely say I 
have never guaranteed any Regis 
student, in the nine years I have 
been directing plays here, a part in 
a play "prior to" tryouts. We do 
choose our plays with a view to 
what talent (and that means what 
students) we are relatively sure 
will be able to act in them. he 
theatre department is a small, 
ill -equipped department in a small 
oollege. 
Now, in regard to Miss 
McLelland's third point. Although 
the tone of the Jetter, at least the 
way it was read to me, sounded 
like it was written in a huff, or 
anger, or just out of "sour grapes," 
I will readily admit that I agree 
with her,· we should not cast 
people in a Regis production who 
are not currently enrolled. And, 
during my stay at Regis, I have 
never done so before, except in 
very special cases like needing 
small children or the like. But as I 
have said before, we start thinking 
in terms of the plays we will be 
doing long before the semester 
arrives in which it will be staged. 
It was not expected last spring 
that Kevin Phelan would be 
graduating during the summer, as 
he originally planned to do this 
coming Christmas, and Mrs. 
McNally, having always attended 
Regis regularly since she enrolled 
in 1971, was also expected to enroll 
at least on a part-time basis. 
Just a word about the play, "No 
Exit." It is an extremely difficult 
short play to do well, and the 
characters "must" be carefully 
chosen. It is an extremely "talky" 
script, and making it stageworthy 
and interesting is dependent upon 
getting the right people in .the 
right parts, according to the 
director's conception of it. And I 
am one director who will categor 
ically pick the best cast I can 
manage. The four people I picked, 
lean assure you, were the best for 
the four parts in the play. Not 
"Ideally" the best, but easily the 
best of those 25 ort so who tried 
out. I will go even further. I do 
not think the play will turn out 
nearly as well with any other four, 
of those who tried out. This is not 
to say that I do not see several 
young people who I think have 
considerable talent for stage 
acting. I did see several who I 
whole-heartedly hope will try out 
again in the future because I know 
they will receive many parts here 
before their four year stay is over. 
But not for "No Exit." Not, at 
least, this time around. 
As I said, however, befo:::e going 
into this necessary explanatory 
digression, I must agree with Miss 
McLelland that it is a bad policy t.o 
cast people not currently enrolled 
at REgis. I agree that Regis 
College theatre productions should 
be for the Regis College students. 
It was a mistake to cast "No Exit" 
against this principle. The 
Theatre Guild here at Regis is a 
student organization. I expect 
them to .set definite policies about 
such things as this. I am saying, in 
short, that I approve of a strong 
Theatre Guild. I do want the 
students to have a voice in the 
policies we set for our plays, which 
• Students' prtvacy now 
By DAN LIPPE 
CONSULTING EDITOR 
send no more grades to parents. 
In the future, the student will have 
to personally pick up his grades in 
Thanks t() the good intentions of the Office of Student Academic 
the College's Educational Policies Services. The College no longer 
Committee, but more especially to has the power to communicate 
the legislation of the federal grades to the parents. To do so 
government, mid-term grades will would open grounds for a law suit 
no longer be sent to parents. In by the student. 
is, in reality, an extra-curricular 
activity. I have no desire to be a 
despot over the guild. But in turn 
I expect (and I want them,to see to 
it in the future) that they will 
establish definite policies about 
how such things as this shoud be 
done, and then I expect them to 
abide by them and "enforce" them, 
and not let either Mr. Osborn or 
myself try to bypass them or talk 
them out of it. Being the Theatre 
Guild advisor, I want to go on 
record with that. In the past it 
has been an assumption (not a 
written policy I do not believe) 
that no one currently enrolled will 
be cast in a play, "unless" there 
were not enough students trying 
out to fill the cast. I admit I tried 
to breach this unwritten rule in 
the case of "No Exit." However, I 
will now remedy it. 
Because, firstly, I do not think 
this play should be done as a Regis 
production with students not 
currently enrolled, but, secondly, 
because I do not feel that a good 
production will result using any 
others in the the parts of the two 
unenrolled students in question, I 
therefore am cancelling the 
production of "No Exit,'' at least 
for this semester. This is not to 
say there will be no play in 
December. I have not, as yet, 
spoken to Mr. Osborn about it, so a 
new plan may be forthcoming. 
Thank you, again, all of the 
people who tried out for the two 
plays. 
Sincerely, 
John Griess 
Chmn. Dept. of Communication 
guaranteed 
The students of Regis College 
will continue to receive mid-term 
and final grades. The only 
difference is that they will have to 
pick them up themselves, and they 
will have the right to say who does 
and does not get to see them. For 
this new right we can thank the 
federal government. 
fact, in the future grades will Dr. McCarthy stated that all 
never be sent home again, and the personal data included in the ••••IJII••III! 
student will decide if his parents students' files has been removed. 
will have t he opportunity to Teachers may still see these files, 
examine his grades. but they will not be able to 
According to Dr. G. Michael examine any personal data on the 
McCarthy, Director of Student students. 
Academic Services, the Ed Polic- The students' cry to abolish 
ies Committee faced the problem mid-term grades altogether, which REGIS LIQUOR 
of mid-term grades last spring. has resounded throu.gh the corri-
The result of their consideration dors of Loyola Hall for years, has · . HEADQUARTERS 
was a revised policy in which not been answered by these shifts A M · P M 
"I d 't th" k 'd t WEEKDAYS 9 . . -10. . 
mid-term grades would only be in policy. on m mJ · erms R & s T AM AM 
'II b bol1"shed " Dr F I A · 9 . · -11 . . 
sent to the. parents of freshmen w1 ever e a • · 
and those other students who McCarthy affirmed. The Director IIII•••PiileaiiilseiiiBiiriii iiiiiiDill••• 
were receiving D's or F 's. Any of Student Academic Services said 
student's grades would be avail- . that it was his firm belief that W.lllllllll1 
able to him, but unless he was in there would always be grades. He ~~
serious academic straits or a called them a "good barometer" of 
freshman, his parents would not a student's mastery of his academ· 
be sent a copy. ics and also said that grades were ~ 
Tis new policy was invalidated a matter of publicizing a student's PIZZ'i~~ 
by The Family Educational Rights competence. 
and Privacy Act. This federal RESEARCH MATERIALS 
stature states that the only the 1~ 
individual who has a right to see ALL TOPICS ~§ .2~ 'Voti•/iM i.~ 
any of the student's records is the ~~- ~- ~ 
student himself. Therefore, the Write or call for your FREE up-to· .~ (]~ /naa. ·~· §~ 
date mail-order catalog of thousands ~ 
student maintains the right to ~ /,.~a 
exercise his own discretion as to of outstanding research p~pers. ~ ,_.. IJOI" ;§ 
who will see his grades. This WE ALSO DO ~ • S_pagheHi • Ravioli ~ 
8atch'em 
·n the Paw 
By MARK POUNDS 
Living in Colorado can be an entertaining proposition. After all, we· 
have skiing, backpacking, rock climbing, and just generally a whole 
slew of status-rendering activities with which to bolster our egos and 
break our bones. After you have done whatever it is you have to do to 
become "a real Coloradan" perhaps the most entertaining, and 
certainly the most amusing of these pasttimes becomes watching 
other people in the act of convincing themselves, and ·more 
importantly the rest of the world, that they are indeed bona fide 
Coloradans. I am sure that everyone of us knows one, and very 
possibly many, people whose sole aim in life is to come off looking like 
"Joe Colorado." 
The first and definitely most diagnostic feature of Joe Colorado is 
the omnipresent mountain boot. I mean how can you possibly hope to 
present an image of "the dude from Colorado" unless you have 40 
pounds of suede and vibram sole laced with kerman tel strings to each 
foot? The m1>re worn and beat-up these status-slippers become, the 
harder they are to tell from just any old boot-this increases the 
possibility that someone might miss the fact that you are wearing 
them. To cure this situation Joe Colorado only wears boots to class, 
or downtown; never in the mountains where they might become worn 
and old-after all, no one will be there to see them in the mountains 
anyway. 
Mountain boots are a necessity but not a sufficient condition, of 
course. On top of all this footwear you must place cut-offs and a 
sweatshirt that says something like "Don't Californicate Colorado," or 
even better, "Go Climb a Rock." When the weather is less seasonable 
the most important thing is to apear ready for it. . This can be 
accomplished by placing $65 into a nice big puffy down Jacket so t~at 
when you walk across campus y?u look like the Goodyea~ blimp w1th 
aerodynamic troubles. Under th1s, of course, can be noth1~g less than 
a plaid pattern cotton flannel shirt and open mesh unders~Jrt. Top all 
this off with a wool sock hat with the state flag on the s1de and you 
have it. 
After Joe Colorado has dressed properly it is generally time for his 
yearly migration into the mountains. This migration is best made 
with the campus mountain club-after all there is safety in numbers. 
So Joe packs 45 pounds of ropes, sleeping bags, tents, and most 
importantly, booze into his aluminum frame backpack and starts out. 
While in the mountains, Joe uses someone else's tent, the ropes not at 
all, the sleeping bag very little, and the booze completely. In fact, Joe 
gets so blown away that he would have been just as well advised to 
stay in his room with a pine-scented candle all weekend and forget the 
mountains. 
Now when Joe goes home for Christmas to St. Louis, :Kansas City, 
or even Vacherie, he will wear the aforementioned outfit on the plane 
so that when he steps off all his friends will know that John Denver 
. personified has arrived. Of course, all of cJe's friends will be 
impressed into semi-adoration for him as cJe tells of his beautiful and 
relevant experiences in the Rocky Mountains. "Why just last 
weekend while I was climbing in North Cheyenne Canyon I was 
struck with the sheer beauty and danger of the mountains, and I 
thought, my how lucky I am to live in Colorado . .. " 
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Wolfman's famous howl heard over Denver radio 
By KING GLADDEN 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
and· 
JIM O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
The mystique of Wolfman Jack 
is something that has possessed 
radio listeners all over the world 
for more than 15 years. It all 
began on WNJR in New Jersey' 
when Robert W. Smith of Brook-
lyn, applying the influences of his 
favorite radio personalities of the 
fifties such as Alan Freed and 
Daddy Illes to his own theatrical 
tastes and humor, devised the 
character of Wolfman Jack. 
He brought his revolutionary 
radio technique across the country 
from New Jersey to Del Rio, 
Texas, 
and then on to XERB in Los 
Angeles. 
Wolfman's disembodied voice 
created a myth which turned on 
the imagi.nations of millions of fans 
in the late fifties and early sixties. 
Speculation on his race, his age, 
and the location of his broadcast-
ing station preoccupied the minds 
of his listeners. Eventually he 
became more than just another 
radio disc jockey and managed to 
elevate himself to the status of a 
radio folk hero. 
Wolfman's mythology disap-
peared somewhat when he began 
making personal appearances. His 
new visual identity, however, has 
not handicapped him in any way; it 
is his method of adapting to the 
realities of the seventies and the 
desire of music fans today to not 
only hear but to also see their 
heroes. 
With the film, "American Graf-
fitti" the legend of Wolfman _Jack 
became a milestone. One could 
watch on the screen the hypnotic 
I 
effect he had on the teenage 
population of the early sixties, a 
time devoid of any major' crisis, 
just prior to Vietnam, the assassi-
nations, and the protests when 
young people were interested 
principally in having a good time. 
Wolfman ack came to Denver on 
Halloween to do a special radio 
show October 31 from 8:00 p.m. to 
midnight. Those who experienced 
the magical four hours captured 
the tremendous impact that the 
Wolfman has over his listening 
audience and caught live what was 
the biggest treat to be gotten in 
Denver on Halloween night. 
The day before the broadcast a 
special press conference was held 
for the Wolfman at the Regency 
Inn. Meeting this individual was 
nothing like encountering any 
other personality. As to the 
characters in "Graffitti" he was 
always a voice to us, something 
unreal and untouchable, off in 
some unknown realm distant and 
detached from us earthly crea-
tures. 
"There's no time of year like 
Halloween," exclaimed the Wolf-
man. "Christmas and Thanksgiv-
ing and all those others just don't 
have that magical, eerie feeling." 
"I've never been here before but 
I've heard a lot a,bout Denver and 
the stimuli seems to be very good 
here. Denver wants to have a 
party and that's what we're gonna 
do. It's always been my life 
ambition to have a good time and 
get payed for it. 
"I hope you're ready to boogie 
tomorrow night. You tell the 
people at the college to dress in 
black hoods and long robes and 
prepare to get naked when you 
listen to the Wolfman. Everybo(l-
y's got to carry four black 'Candles 
and a half lid of marijuana. I 
Singer-songwriter appears 
wanna see the whole campus and 
the whole city high, man." 
Wolfm,an ack seemed as psych-
ed as anyone for the Halloween 
broadcast. After 16 years of being 
a disc-jockey he had many exper-
iences to relate dealing with the 
growth and development of his 
trade. 
"The old radio was strictly 
jukebox; today it is more special-
ized and the big this is radio -
personalities rather than just 
some guy playing some discs. 
Today there is real communica-
tion. Radio is the only form of .real 
communication in the home. It is 
live and it makes contact with the 
people. There's a real sharing 
there. 
"Right now in radio it's my time. 
I hope I can generate enough 
stimuli so that others can do the 
same. We need more people who 
really like to get down and party. 
"Ninety percent of my program 
is entertainment. During the 
other ten percent I may try and 
preach some love. Today there 
has to be some place where you 
can get away from political and 
social hassles and get strictly into 
the fun stUff: nons_ense, game, 
getting bad with yourself, and all 
that." 
Wolfman Jack was a product of 
the fifties, yet to say that he is a 
nostalgic figure would be fallacious 
because he is an individual who is 
very much a part of the progres-
sive music scene of today. His 
ability to adapt himslef to the 
changing demands of his fans have 
made his showmanship a timeless 
phenomenon. He made some 
comment on the music of today 
and said where he felt i_t was 
leading. 
"There is a feeling of the fifties 
coming back in music today. After 
Dan Fogelberg sells out Ebbets 
By JIM O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
ing contract from Columbia. His 
first album, "Home Free," was 
recorded in Nashville and was 
Ebbets Field booked . singer- produced by Norbert Putman. 
songwriter, Dan Fogelberg, for a Columbia did not kill themselves 
two night stand recently and promoting the record; it stood 
ticket demands were so great .that solely on its own merit, and 
another night had to be added to managed to do amazingly well in 
satisfy Fogelberg's demanding certain areas of the country. 
audienc~. . . . Nashville radio stations began 
~a~ IS or~gm~lly from Peona, giving "Home Free" steady air-
Ilhnms but his birth as a commer- play, the Denver Post did a two 
cia! performer began on the West , page feature article on the new 
Coast where he obtained a record- artist, concert bookings were 
being made in many areas of the 
Singer-songwriter Dan Fogelberg was the star attraction recently 
He is currently paving his way to increased popularity with his 
•. countryAolk s,tyle. 
~ 
South and Southwest, and before 
long, Dan Fogelberg was on his 
way to becoming one of the leading 
country-folk troubadours in the 
nation. 
While this growth of public 
admiration was in progress Fogel-
berg was tightly wrapped up in 
doing studio recordings in Nash-
ville with friends and admirers in 
the business. Dan's credits to date 
include albums by Randy New-
man, Buffy Saint Marie, Eric 
Andersen, Roger McGuinn, 
Michael Stanley, ' Florence Warn-
er; Alan Rich, Joe ·walsh, and 
Jackson Browne. 
Dan spent so much of his time 
after the release of the first album 
fulfilling commitments in the stud-
io that concert performing became 
a rarity for him. The majority of 
his gigs were solo and restricted 
for the most part to towns in 
Tennessee and the south. Dan 
no~ has a five piece band backing 
him giving greater depth and 
extra flavor to his music. 
The weekend festivities began 
Friday night with a press party for 
Fogelberg at Ebbets. After a trip 
through the Colorado mountains 
where he intends to buy- some 
·property he arrived at the club to 
meet some old friends and face a 
. group of interested reporters 
Help 
Wanted 
Writers, reporters wanted for 
B&G Entertainment Staff. 
.. Your chance to meet your 
favorite stars and see concerts 
free. 
.. See Jim O'NeiU, 211 Student 
Center or 340 West Hall. 
. . ~~ 
,_. 
war, demonstration, and assassi-
nations, we're going back to fun 
and romance; and that's what good 
rock 'n roll is all about. 
"Johnny Ray was the first craze. 
Ten years later Elvis came along 
and he was the real craze. Then 
another ten years rolled by and we 
had the Beatles. Now another ten 
years has passed and we're in the 
midst of a ·new .cycle. I think the 
closest thing to what the Beatles 
represented is Elton John. The 
Stones are still making it but for a 
super-super idol I think that Elton 
John is what's happening right 
now. I don't think David Bowie is 
the answer." 
There are a number of screen 
possibilities for Wolfman Jack in 
the near future. 
"Films are a matter of chance. 
You have to put your best foot 
forward like George Lucas did 
with 'American Graffitti' which is 
now a classic. Then there is a 
magic thing that happens, a 
feeling, and you know you've made 
it." 
radios that night and many 
crowded the downtown station to 
get a chance to welcome the 
Wolfman to their city. It was 
indeed the total experience for 
radio fans throughout Denver who 
really got . off listening to the 
haunting, powerful voice of Wolf-
man Jack. The mood of his 
"theatrical party of the mind" 
could best be described in his own 
words which we heard him howl as 
we were leaving the Regency 
party: "If you ain't shakin' it, you 
ain't makin' it!" 
Wolfman Jack, OJ extraordinaire of the late fifties and early sixties , 
came to Denver for a special live broadcast on KBPI. He left a mes-
sage with Regis students "to get together and yet high with the Wolf-
ma-n" on Halloween eve. 
anxious to get to know the 23-year some acoustic numbers before 
old performer who is perhaps the switching to electric. The band 
most potentially successful artist •proved quite an asset to Fogel-
of 1974. berg; they were tight and beauti-
The party setting was informal fully coordinated. Most of the 
and cozy as most of the guests sat songs were from his new album, 
around eating and drinking, and "souvenirs," which has just been 
impatie·ntly awaiting showtime released on the Full Moon/Epic 
when the first Denver appearance label and was produced by Joe 
of Dan Fogelberg and his new Walsh. 
band would begin. We were The crowd was impressed and 
treated to a glimpse of the completely satisfied with Fogel-
performance when the group ran berg's performance giving him one 
_through a few practice numbers of the biggest ovations I've ever 
beforehand. The show had to be seen at Ebbets Field. Undoubted-
good that night and Fogelberg ly one of the fastest growing stars 
knew it. Not only would a sellout of the country-rock scene, Dan 
~rowd by watching and listening Fogelberg is worth picking up on. 
mtently but many others through- You'll be hearing a Jot more from 
out the Denver area would be him in the future. 
tuning into KFML that night to ~ _ 
hear the co~cert which was being~ ·: , _- :·:,_:~-- : -
broadcast hve. ~ANTED SKI INSTRUCTOR 
Around 8:00 the ticket-holders ' SUPERVISORS ' 
~~~~~s f~~nsgfaicneda~~th b:f:::nJ~:; · -~ .. ~ '- -: ~:· ~ -2:~: ·';. 
room-only crowd. • • .lor employment in· 
- - teaching young--sl<iiers --
Fogelberg kicked things off with 
''Sot,nder'' 
plays tonight 
As part of the Junior Class 
Concern schedule, the Academy 
ward winning feature film 
"Sounder" will be playing in the 
Science Amphitheatre both Friday 
and Sunday nights, beginning at 9 
p.m. 
"Sounder" marked Cicely 
Tyson's cinema debut as she 
starred with Paul Winfield in this 
drama about the difficulties and 
hardships-encountered by a rural 
black family. 
Upon its initial release, the 
movie was widely acclaimed by 
,Critt¢5' .and:~\Jtli,e.nce$'' ~like. • 
·' ,,.. ... . ... 
·ages 6 thru 16 at Winter.· 
Park .. Candidates ·must_._· 
pass the George. Erigel. 
Instructors Clinic at 
Winter ·Park and enjoy 
. teaching in a carefree, 
happy en.viroriment for 
10 Saturdays beginning 
January 4. We provide 
transportation, lift 
ticket, ·and daity salary 
plus ponus if deserved. ~ 
Must be con~cientious, ~ 
~~ having positive attitude 'i and good (not ~ _ necessarily expert) ~ skiing ability. Call for ~ ~ interview 355-7878 24 ~ · hours daily. leave- ~ name, ~ddress; • ph:Jne number please •. - ' ·'--~~. ~ -
' ... '$ r • ~ " ~ 1 rl 
November ' 
Hootch takes title 
___. I • M.en s 1ntramurals terminate season 
The Men's Intramural Footb~ll 
n which had begun early m Seaso . d h 
t mber had bmled own to t e Sep e . h pionship game. The contest 
c amheld Wednesday night, Octo-
:s 29 under the lights, and 
de:pite the cold rain a large crowd 
attended. The undefeated Hooch 
uad was pitted against the ~~fending champions, KOK. 
In summing up the two teams, 
they appeared well-matched. Both 
teams could pass and run as well 
as the other and both had an 
exceptionally alert defense. The 
outcome of the game was a toss-up 
with any possible edge going to 
~ootch based on their previous 
victory over KOK. 
Hootch was awarded the ball 
first as the game began. On first 
down, quarterback Joe Havorka 
completed a 20-yard pass to wide 
receiver Don "Juan" _ Moffett. 
Havorka then hit Tom Foster who 
ran it to the one. However 
Hootch was intercepted in the end 
zone and KOK was given the ball 
on their own 20. Despite the wet 
field, quarterback "Pops" Devot of 
KOK swept around his right end 
for a 25-yard gain. On second 
down, wide receiver Steve Moore 
leaped high to grab a pass from 
Devot for another 20-yard ad-
vance. On the riext down, Devot 
again ran around his right to bring 
the ball to the Hootch five-yard 
line. After a few unsuccessful 
attempts to score, "Pops" finally 
spotted Tom Rubone on a· screen 
pass who then scrambled in for- the 
score. 
Hootch bounced right back. A 
Havorka-Foley combination click-
e·d and Hootch advanced to the 
KOK 45. On a fake, Devot 
reversed to Moffett who sped 35 
yards in for the score. After a 
series of unsuccessful plays, KOK 
punted back to Hootch. They 
moved tha ball to the KOK 10 and 
Ewald Tuscherer caught a 
Havorka pass for a touchdown. 
Hootch now leads KOK 12-6. 
At the start of the second half, 
KOK took possession at their own 
20. On first down Devot ran out of 
his pocket for 30 yards before 
being run out of bounds. After a 
series of completions to Rubone, 
Devot arched a touchdown pass to 
Terry Pollard. The game was now 
tied. 
Soccer team posts two • WinS 
After some good defensive play 
by KOK, in particular Dave 
Owens, Hootch took possession of 
the ball. Havorka hurled two long 
60-yard bombs both incomplete 
Finishing their season with a 
whimper rather than a roar the 
Regis soccer tea~ finally ende~ a 
mostdismal2-7-1 season. Despite 
a promising pre-season forecast 
which found the squad stocked 
with more talent than at any time 
in recent years the kickers some-
how managed to collapse, winning 
only one of their final five games. 
The less than spectacular finish 
was attributable to several impor-
tant factors. Due to a lack of 
consistent team leadership the 
squad lost it cohesiveness at key 
junctures of many games. For 
some reason the Rangers assumed 
a dual nature, playing as a unit on 
certain occasions and losing their 
steam on others. Granted, they 
played a demanding schedule, but 
it seemed to be the Rangers 
themselves rather than'their oppo-
nents who more often than not 
lead to their demise. 
A 3-1 victory over highly rated-
Metro State happened to be the 
exception to th~ typical Ranger 
outing. 'rne Rangers were loosed 
and relaxed, aware of their 
prospects following an earlier 7-1 
thrashing at the hands of the same 
Metro squad. Metro was guilty of 
taking their opponents too lightly 
as they held a few of their best 
players in anticipation of a cake-
walk. Metro was quickly stunned 
as Mark Digman following a 
corner kink by Kevin McGrath, 
emerged from a scramble in front 
of the Metro net and picked up his 
first of two goals with an easy five 
foot kick. Metro maintained the 
atmosphere for an upset by 
continuing to use players out of 
·their normal positions along with 
playing many reserves. 
Shortly after Digman's tally 
Mike Berube scored what had to 
be the season's prettiest goal on a 
head shot following a fine pass 
from Brian Walsh. Coach Stumpff 
sagaciously remarked, "It was the 
only thing he's done right in three 
years," concerning Berube's beaut-
iful shot that just eluded the 
outstretched hands of the Metro 
goaltender. 
At this juncture the Rangers, 
aware of Metro's strength, really 
clicked on defense, clinging to 
their 2-0 lead until the halftime · 
gun. Metro tried to switch on 
their ability but were thwarted 
continually by the Rangers, who 
playing loosely and calmly broke 
up repeated Metro scoring drives. 
Metro tallied midway through 
the second half on a long low drive 
that was virtually undefensable. 
Mark Digman ended the contest 
four minutes later as he countered 
on a play quite similar to his initial 
goal. Digman pounced on a shot 
that was mishandled by the Metro 
goalie and nailed the lid on the 
affair with another short shot. 
The Metro rally was squelched 
only by the clock as time simply 
ran out on them with the Rangers 
clinging onto a 3-1 victory-
Two days was all it took for the 
Rangers to turn themselves a-
round as this time they took a 
fired -up University of Denver 
conti t too tly. The 
and punted back to KOK. 
following an earlier 1-1 tie. This Kegan. Continually he single- KOK advanced the ball to the 
Dave Foley and Quarterback 
Joe Hovorka share a joyous 
embrace after Hootch's vict_ory non-contest was the antithesis of handedly repulsed scoring at- Hootch 15-yard line and with only 
the Metro game as the Rangers tempts by Digman and McGrath. three plays left, it looked as 
were out of the tilt from its om:et. No Ranger player was able to though KOK would win. However screen over the middle to Dave 
Colorado Mines enjoyed similar establish any ability to dominate in "Dino" Berce intercepted in the Foley who scrambled 40 yards in 
success when they traveled to the middle of the field as Mines end zone and after two plays, the for the score. KOK, who had to 
Regis in what had to be the most managed to control the pace. regulation time ended and the score to tie, immediately went 
disappointing match of the season Colorado University finally end- game was sent into sudden death deep but a great defensive play by 
for Ranger fans. Featuring ed what had to be a long season by overtime. Both teams were to be Mark Digman prevented the com-
numerous foreign players, the handling the Rangers a 4-1 defeat. given four plays from the 50 and pletion. On last attempt, a strong 
Orediggers slow tempo lulled the ;Regis once again started out the team who scored the most rush by Hootch forced Devot to 
Ranger defense to sleep leading to strong sparked by Pat McNulty, yards would be declared the throw early and consequently it 
a 4-1 defeat for Regis. Mines also who's tough angle shot following a winner. was incomplete. 
had the services of perhaps the good move bounced off the goal Hootch was awarded the ball The game ended a victory for 
finest defensive player encounter- post and was knocked in by Neil first. After two unsuccessful pass Hootch 18-12. Dave Foley was 
ed by Regis this season, Paul Williams attempts , Havorka threw a short voted most valuable player. _ 
........................... Jf. .................................................... _, 
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SKIERS OUTLET 
BEGINNER'S SKI PACKAGE 
SPALDING ATM SKIS- *110.00 
RAICHIE HOLIDAY OR 
A $228.45 VALUE 
TOTAL PACKAGE NOW 
SWISS MODEL BOOTS- *15.00 ONLY $93.50 LANGE S-1 BINDINGS- s32.50 
A&TSKI POLES- $10.95 YOU SAVE-$134.95 
SKIS 
ORIG. NOW 
HEAD HRP COMP (203) 205.00 69.88 
HEAD GK0-3 120.00 59.88 
ROSSIGNOL STRATO-FLEX 130.00 99.88 
KASTLE RALLY SUPER :ir 85.00 49.88 
HEXCEL-Rebuilts 240.00 111.88 
FISCHER CATAPULT J 50.00 89.88 
TOMIC 115.00 49.88 
DYNAST AR GTS 110.00 11.00 
DYNAST AR S-130 120.00 69.88 
KNEISSL MAGIC-1400 149.00 14.88 
BOOTS 
HESCHUNG 
HENKE ELITE 
RAICHLEJET 
RAICHLE SUPER JET 
CABERCOMP 
CABERMONZA 
TRAPPEUR INTER. 
TRAPPEUR COSMOS 
LANGE SWINGER 
LANGE WIZARD 
ORIG. 
80,00 
75.00 
75.00 
175.00 
175.00 
75.00 
150.00 
135.00 
120.00 
90.00 
NOW 
29.88 
29.88 
39.88 
109.88 
111.88 
44.88 
89.88 
89.88 
39.88 
39.88 
BRAND NAME SKI CLOTHING ALSO REDUCED UP TO 100/o OFF 
1720 WYNKOOP ST. 
ACROSS FROM UNION STATION 
TUES.-SAT. 
9:00-~ -0 
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Alpha Kappa Psi 
presents 
CORONATION 
A special event you should make 
with that certain someone 
FRONT ROW- BACK ROW-
Georgia Tracy Kimberly Peyla 
Freshman Class Sophomore Class I 
Ann Foster Holly But:z.en 
197 5 RANGER yearbook Senior Class 
Mary Pat Gauthier Elaine Sotiras 
Swim Team Alpha Kappa Psi 
Julie Shutts Megan Boyle 
BROWN&GOLD Nu Rho Epsilon 
' 
Kathy Bukaty Mary Cosgrove 
Junior Class Sophomore Class II 
[left to right] [left to right] 
Friday November 15, 197 4 
8-midnight 
Cosmopolitian Hotel 
18th Avenue at Broadway 
New fossils discovered 
four million old Man found to b.e years 
(CPS)-A team of three interna-
tional scientists have discovered 
new human fossils that are esti-
mated to be more than three 
million years old. 
Previously the oldest human 
fossils were those found at Olduvai 
Gorge by Louis and Richard 
Leakey, estimated to be 2.fr million 
years old. 
tion, and D. Carl Johanson of Case 
Western Reserve in Cleveland, 
Ohio. 
The specimans were found 150 
feet below ground in volcanic 
basalt, which allowed them to be 
dated by the potassium argon 
the age of the surrounding rock. 
Test results indicted that the finds 
are 3.01 to 3.25 million years old. 
The prize specimen found so far 
is a complete upper jawbone which 
is very similar in size and tooth 
construction to that of modern 
ago-and that man is at least a 
million years older than previously 
thought. Some animal fossils 
found at the same level have been 
dated as being four million years 
old. 
technique rather than by the The team believes that "true man. 
more common carbon-14 method. man" co-existed with Australo· 
In the potassium technique, the According to Johanson, th€ pithecus, often termed "near 
the peninsula and Africa were still 
joined by land. 
volcanic rock is heated until it smaller teeth of the specimen man," the team of scientists said 
The discovery means that "all becomes liquid, and the amount of seem to indicate that man was that the Arabian peninsula is 
previous theories of the origin of argon gas released by radioactive using tools, perhaps bones, to kill probably the true birthplace of 
the lineage which leads to modern potassium is measured to estimate animals. three to four million years man, who migrated to Africa when · 
man must now be totally revised,"r~:::;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;--r;;;iiiiiiiiii~~~ii~~~~iiiiliiijiil 
The team attributes their sue· 
cess to an experimental approach 
of searching for man's past with a 
large team of scientists from a 
number of d;fferent disciplines. In 
addition to the three already 
mentioned, the team included 12 
other members from several na· 
tions in archeology, anthropology, 
geology, and paleontology. 
said the scientists at a press 
conference in Addis Ababa. 
The three men involved are 
Maurice Taieb of the National 
Center for Scientific Research in 
Paris, Alemeyu Asfew of the 
Ethiopian Antiquities Administra-
NORTH 
FEDERAL 
CHEVRON 
4975 N. FEDERAL 
PH. 458-9858 
• OIL CHANGES 
• BRAKE WORK 
•tUNE-WS 
''FriendlY Senice'' 
Sat. a a.m.· 5 p.m. 
Week Ciays 6a.m. • .7 p.m~ 
DOWN FILL COUNTRY VESTS 
$24.00 
S:oo Now 1795 to 2495 
11COLORADO" PARKA 
·-·---........ 3295 ...... ft...tl.l• ,., .... "'"". tkll 
•• , .. , • '-• ... ., ,. .... Jet" uu .,_ 
.. ,.._.,, ,.11 • I .. , .. &I.,.,.M ,...._ ... 
e .... , 6 LMI•' ..... LHI•' ..... . . . . 
RITAIL 55.00 
THE "SUPREME" GOOSE DOWN PARkA 
·--................. 4495 lrtfJ _,.. • ll,.. . 2 ..  ,. .  
.... ,..k ......... ..., •• , ........... . 
..,_,.LM,.ta,•-•.,latfllJM!w .. ll• 
~~ a.!-11~ -~·.·~ ~~~·. ~~~·~ 
RETAIL 75.00 
.. , ... , .... " .. 
MON. IIIIIU lAY. t YO Sa31 
IUN. 11 YO 4 
j 
:!".::.::.''.:!"!'~:: ........... 47 95 : JW' a.- Cl-'t•r • .,.., • .. ..._ ,.,.. , C-'1 ll,., • .,.., t ... fta' • AIIJ. INfJ 
CIMt ... fltirHt • .._ ,... ...... ...., . 
fit' • II,. W.,. U, '-11 ... D"" Fltlell • 
Dr- lfrHic • U ·-. ..,__, .,... . . . . . t 
IITAIL 65.00 1 
THE "ASPEN" GOOSE DOYiN PARKA 
o(,,. ..... _ .. ..,_.,.,..3895 
................ Ziflioen .... ,...,. 
"•"''tear e.,_._.._,..._._. 
,, .. ....., ........ ......... . 
IITAIL 69.95 
THE "ULTIMATE GOOSE DOWII PARKA 
~.,~,S':?.! E:~ E 5795 
: .. "=.::.".!.~~~~.~~ 
UTAIL 109.00 
Denim Warmups .95 
Artie Wolf Parkas Regular $65.00 
Down Filled Mittens Regular $24.95 
T -Necks Regular $12.99 
All Leather Ski Gloves Values to $20.00 
Now$9.95 
Now $24.95 
Now $11.95 
Now $3.98 
Now $9.95 
Now $23.95 1 Ski Sweaters 100 percent wool 
INTRY USA 
********** FACTORY 
********** 
Open Mon. '"'" ~1. 9 tr 5·.,0 
DENVER 
5(11 E ITt., "' Penn~rlvan•• 
125..&6)1 or MI-GU 
SKIWEAR 
Open Mon. ttlru Sat. 10:00 to 5:30 
BOULIIER 
7111 Ar•,;Mioe 
"21525 
****"**" OUTLET 
******•* Open Mon. ttaru Sat :Q:OO to ~,JO 
NOW IN FT. COLliNS 
S..6 S. Cotl~tt­
~9J -27S2 
